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        If The Job's A Goodun Then Credit Where Credit Is Due


    






    
    
        


    





    The Fabricator Magazine – April 2024
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – April 2024]For The Latest Edition Click The Pic


 







    The Fabricator Magazine – March 2024
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – March 2024]For The Latest Edition Click The Pic


 







    The Fabricator Magazine – Editor's Comment
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – Editor's Comment]The mayors of unified authorities hold enormous powers including those that affect commercial vehicle movements and new build development. With Editor John Roper unwell, Brian Shillibeer looks at how mayors of different political persuasions might be good or bad for the window industry.


 







    Marketing - On the back of a Fiat
[image: Marketing - On the back of a Fiat]Purplex was formed twenty years ago by current MD Andrew Scott with ambition, a computer and an old Fiat. He reflects on the company’s journey over two decades and how constant innovation and investment in people has paid off – even in challenging times.
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    Cover Story – Paved with Jade
[image: Cover Story – Paved with Jade]Nominating staff to join our main technical committee is often the starting point for each individual to gain active hands-on involvement in the Council for Aluminium in Building, writes Phil Slinger. The committee meets in the spring, early summer and autumn.


 







    CAB Column – A letter from the CEO
[image: CAB Column – A letter from the CEO]The Council for Aluminium in Building is 30 years strong this year and continues to support the use of aluminium in construction across the supply chain. I am looking forward to leading the organisation, writes CEO-elect, Nigel Headford.


 







    Starting with A&B
[image: Starting with A&B]A decision by A&B Glass to invest in machinery from Stürtz and Stuga represents a move towards elevating its operational efficiency and ensuring consistent high-quality products and reflects a commitment to optimising manufacturing processes.


 







    A tour round the bend
[image: A tour round the bend]Sheerline’s has installed a £270,000 profile bending machine and is offering a new specialist profile bending service, enabling fabricators to order perfectly arched, curved and round windows, writes technical production director, Ross Hartshorn.


 







    Like fraternal twins
[image: Like fraternal twins]Energy efficiency and sustainability are often seen as the two sides of the same coin with both being flagged by homeowners as key when buying new windows and doors. Sternfenster’s MD Mike Parczuk talked to The Fabricator’s Ed Humphreys.
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        Don Waterworth, The Installer's technical expert, has recently had new windows put in. Having inspected satisfactory jobs and seen plenty of bad jobs, Don knows when the job's a goodun. 


 



 “For the last 30 plus years, I spent my time inspecting unsatisfactory products and shoddy installation standards, and it does become a bit monotonous."


– Don Waterworth 


Technical Author for The Installer




 


Superb


There are occasions however when I inspect products and/or workmanship where the quality of both elements is quite superb.


The latter of these experiences was provided to me recently when I had the windows at my home replaced.


My original windows were the old Baco in hardwood frames. Yes they were in for some while - 36 years to be precise...and never a failed unit!


 


Aluminium fan


I am a fan of PVC-U profiles - there are some good ones on the market, yet I am somewhat of a bigger fan of aluminium.  Therefore when I was visiting Sterling UPVC in Warrington, I spotted a sample window in the General Manager's office. I asked about it and was told it was the latest Smart Architectural Aluminium thermal break model. This was a robust 70mm or so well designed and superbly finished product.


I promptly ordered these windows for my house.


 


Simply the best


These are probably the best windows I have seen for many, many years. Well done Smart Architectural Aluminium, the bar has been raised.


Oh! and by the way, there is not a single person in my street who has not said that they were of the opinion that these were the best, most attractive windows they have seen as well.


 


Good installers


Finally, I would like to give a pat on the back to the two installers from Sterling UPVC of Warrington. They were clean, tidy, respectful and finished the job to the highest standard.


Great products, professionally installed. Isn't that what all of the industry should be aiming for? 


Picture: Don's new windows.


 

        Article written by Don Waterworth
16th February 2020
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        Subscribe To Our News Service

        We deliver our headlines via a variety of channels including a regular - guaranteed secure - Email News Service.
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        Advertise With Us

        We have simple, cost-effective advertising plans - take a look at how little it could cost to promote your business.

        Advertise Now 
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        Contact Us

        Got a question or suggestion on how to improve The Fabricator - drop us a line.

        Contact Us 
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